
 

Care instructions for the Lichfield, Cambridge, Riga & 

Caravella Oak Dining Tables  

Your dining table is pre treated with furniture oil during manufacture which helps to protect and nourish 

the oak.  The oiled oak finish brings out the beauty of the natural oak and will help to protect the oak 

from light spills.  Some ongoing light maintenance is recommended to keep the table in good condition 

and to help maintain it’s resistant to any liquid spills.  We recommend that 3 – 4 coats of Danish oil are 

applied to the dining table if a high resistance to liquid spills is required.  There are many different types 

of furniture oil to choose from but we recommend Danish oil with these tables and the Rustins brand is 

what we advise to use which can be purchased from our furniture care page in the link below.  The oil 

can be applied with the soft side of a kitchen sponge across each section of the table top and left to dry 

for at least 12 hours between coats.  Take care to avoid spilling oil onto the floor or chairs around the 

table. 

Small water marks or any dirty marks on the table top should be possible to be removed by lightly 

rubbing in the direction of the grain with some very fine (400 grade ideally) wet and dry sandpaper for a 

few seconds but we advise you to only do this as a last resort.  Never use a coarser grain of sandpaper. 

Wipe up any spills immediately with a dry lint free cloth.  A wet cloth will strip off some of the protective 

oils. 

Always use protective mats for plates, cups and glasses to remove the risk of water marks. 

More information can be found on our furniture care webpage at 

http://www.oakdiningsets.co.uk/furniture-care.htm  

http://www.rustins.eu 

Thanks  

The Top Furniture Team 

 


